
 

Vikingdom is a 2015 Pakistani animated film. The film is about Vikings who come to Pakistan and start destroying everything
in their path as they search for the world's greatest sword. Since the release of the trailer at this year’s Lahore Comic Con,
Vikingdom has been getting rave reviews from everyone who has seen it. It has succeeded in getting 'iNerdz Pappu’s' attention,
who took his time out to write this "review" of the movie.

Vikingdom is a 2015 Pakistani animated film. The film is about Vikings who come to Pakistan and start destroying everything
in their path as they search for the world's greatest sword. The film was made by indie-animator Yasser Bhatti, the latter only
worked on it part time during his studies, which took more than a decade of effort and producing cost him Tk. 35 million (USD
2500). According to the official website, the film will be released in 20 languages, which include Urdu, English, Punjabi,
Pashto, Arabic, Persian(Dari), Turkish and others.

The film was slated to be released in Pakistan on 17 November 2015. However it was banned by the Government of Punjab
over objectionable content. The ban was lifted after one week. BBC News reported that Pakistani cinemas pulled the movie
following threats of violence by Islamists because it depicts Jihadists as villains. Vikingdom received generally positive reviews
from movie critics who praised its animation style and voice acting but criticized its lack of originality and story elements. On
Rotten Tomatoes it has a rating of 64%, based on 22 reviews, with an average rating of 6.5/10. On Metacritic, the film has a
score of 56 out of 100, based on 11 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews". Vikingdom was nominated for Best
Animated Feature Film at the Pakistan Academy Awards.

On 7 February 2017, an Indian Hindi dubbed version titled "Vikings" was released in theaters by Eros International. The movie
runs for around 2h 40min and has Tamil and Telugu versions titled "Puppets" along with Bengali respectively by "Shree
Venkatesh Films".

  http://www. worldofvideogames.com/vikingdom-review-pakistan-animated-film/
http://www.globespotters.net/2015/11/18/pakistan-to-release-first-animated-movie-cinemas/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7ULCDhOQUg http://www.tribuneindia.com/news/ludhiana/punjab-
censorboard--ban--for--controversial--movies---others---ease/#sthash.rAKwuPnm.dpuf https://playwireblogs.wordpress.
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